General Safety Guidelines
By following these simple guidelines you will reduce the risk of injury while
operating the pwc with the Extractor Sled..
1. To ensure that this device is properly used, this device should be operated
ONLY by personnel who have had proper training for its use, through a training
program recommended by Extractor.
2. Inspect all sled components and attachment hardware or fasteners for
proper connection to craft; and, make sure everything is in safe operating
condition by conducting a pre-operation check. Check for worn out, damaged
parts.
3. Keep all hands, feet, and heads away from the pwc attachment area while
sled is in use. Only use provided hand grips for the purposes of riding on the
sled.
4. Use all approved personal protective equipment as mandated by law and/or
recommended by personal watercraft manufacturers for operating or riding as
passengers (ie. helmets, eye protection, neoprene gloves, booties, wetsuits or
dry suits, approved flotation vests.) It is recommended that people riding sled in
surf, rivers, or in highly dynamic or possibly dangerous conditions wear
approved head, eye, and face protection, as well as personal flotation devices.
5. Do not stand on sled while in operation. Only ride sled in the kneeling or
prone positions.
Those riding on sled should keep their body weight balanced in the middle of
the sled. Leaning in the direction of turns enhances turning performances
made by pwc operator. Weight distributed too far forward or too far back may
cause performance problems for pwc and may cause pwc to lose control in
high speed applications, thus causing possible injury to those on sled.
6. Use good judgment while operating pwc and sled. Use this sled only in
environments where you have been trained. Do not use this device in an
environment or in conditions deemed to pose certain death or injury to rescue
personnel. Remember, the passengers on this sled are dependant on the safe
operations of the pwc operator or pilot.

Check with local laws governing the operation and use of the sled with
passengers prior to its use.
Recommended safe speeds while transporting passengers on sleds:
35MPH. (50 KPH) Or less
Maximum Capacity: 4 persons or 600lbs.(270Kg.) For Mega Model Extractor
2 persons or 400lbs. (180 Kg.) For Extractor P.R.O.
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